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Mayor’s foreword

City parking remains one of the key issues  
facing our growing city.

In 2015, our Council introduced the City Parking Plan. A key 
focus of that plan was to improve economic prosperity and urban 
amenity and to support sustainable transport choices through a 
balance of parking options.

Today, we are building on what we have learned, to reshape the 
use and function of parking across our city and harness new and 
emerging technologies to address the challenges that lie ahead.

The City Parking Plan 2031 is specifically designed to provide 
a more sustainable multi-modal transport system. The plan is 
nimble and responsive, so our parking solutions remain ‘ahead  
of the curve’.

Over the next two decades, the biggest changes will come from 
socio-economic developments and emerging technologies. 

Technology today is driving key decisions and we must ensure 
our planning embraces: 

• the growing uptake of electric vehicles

• a booming global ride-sharing economy

• the introduction of autonomous vehicles.

The plan allows us to make informed decisions on parking 
management through improved data collection and analysis. 

Our City will continue to install plug-in fast-charge points 
across the coast, and work towards our council’s light fleet 
becoming entirely made up of e-vehicles. This will require greater 
partnerships with other levels of government and the private 
sector, but we will achieve what we aim for.

Similarly, in the ride-share market, we will partner with others to 
get the balance right and take advantage of every opportunity 
that arises. The plan even examines personal mobility-share 
schemes as we adopt intelligent transport systems that keep our 
growing city moving.

It is an exciting time to live and work on the coast and I look 
forward to the implementation of key decisions through this plan.

TOM TATE 
MAYOR
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1.0 Introduction
The City of Gold Coast (the City) endorsed its first parking plan  
in 2004, followed by its second iteration, the City Parking Plan 
2015 (CPP2015).

The city now faces rapidly changing demographics and lifestyles, 
which are challenging the traditional patterns of accessibility and 
mobility. Activity centres are growing, with increasing demands 
on land, road and kerbside spaces, while new technologies – 
such as electric vehicles, connected and autonomous vehicles, 
and digital interconnectivity – require new policy ideas. These 
concepts will enable a more responsive and integrated approach 
to parking, with a strong focus on improving customer service, 
utilising data and accommodating new types of mobility.

The Gold Coast City Parking Plan 2031 (the Plan) will be a  
refresh of the CPP2015 and will build on its previous successes. 
The Plan will harness the potential of new parking technologies  
to ensure that parking is managed to promote sustainable 
transport solutions while ensuring that everyone has access 
to a fair and convenient place to park.

The Plan brings parking into line with the City’s strategic  
policies, including the Gold Coast City Transport Strategy 2031 
(Transport Strategy), the Economic Development Strategy,  
Gold Coast 2022, the Customer Experience Strategy, the 
Accessible and Inclusive City Action Plan 2020–2025, as well as 
other policies that impact urban accessibility and prosperity.

The profusion of new and emerging parking technologies and 
transport options provide much of the context and framework for 
this Plan. The Plan’s dynamic approach to parking is delivered in 
the following sections:

• Setting the scene – outlines the current parking situation, 
parking challenges and opportunities.

• Vision and objectives – shows how the Plan supports the 
delivery of key City plans and strategies.

• Key programs – describes the programs to deliver the  
vision and objectives.

• Action areas – details the actions to achieve the  
Plan’s objectives.

The City first introduced paid parking into Surfers Paradise in 
1964, with visitors to the beachside tourist destination paying  
five cents per hour at parking meters.

By comparison, today the Gold Coast has approximately  
2000 on-street paid parking spaces across five centres,  
being Surfers Paradise, Southport, Broadbeach, Bundall and 
Burleigh Heads. Currently, parking fees in these centres are 
between $1.40 and $4.10 per hour.
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1.1  Current parking situation on the Gold Coast 
There are more than 18,000 regulated on and off-street parking 
spaces available across the city. Of these, approximately 4000 
(22 per cent) are paid or metered, with 8300 (47 per cent) time 
limited or restricted for special use (i.e. disability parking and 
loading zones).

Parking in emerging centres such as Nerang, Coolangatta, 
Robina, Miami/Nobby Beach, Palm Beach and Parkwood 
generally consists of time restricted parking or is governed by a 
Traffic Area like the Gold Coast Health and Knowledge  
Precinct (Parkwood).

Recent centre parking studies and data collected through the  
in-ground parking sensor network confirms that the City 
maintains sufficient parking supply to meet current demands. 
However, population growth, together with high car dependency, 
will see demands on the existing parking supply increase, with 
some locations experiencing unmet demand in peak periods.

The City has implemented nine Traffic Areas to manage overflow 
parking from commercial and event precincts. Eligible residents 

can apply for a parking permit to exempt them from timed 
parking limits if they meet defined parking permit criteria. These 
Traffic Areas have proven to be an effective parking control 
measure for the city since their implementation. The Southport 
Traffic Area map is provided below, as an example.

In comparison (Brisbane)

Brisbane City has 31,000 off-street public and 
private spaces in the CBD, with 10,000 being 
publicly accessible. There are also 860 on-street 
spaces with only 576 being accessible during peak 
periods when clearways are in effect.

Figure 1: Example of Traffic Area map (Southport) 
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1.2 Challenges

Overview
Over the next 10 years, the Gold Coast’s population is expected 
to increase by 28 per cent, from 620,518 in 2019 to around  
794,000 people by 2031.

Based on current trends, car ownership is expected to grow 
at an even faster rate (32 per cent), which is an increase of 
198,000 cars on our roads. Large areas of space are required 
to accommodate these cars, which typically sit idle for most of 
the day. Each vehicle occupies around 13m² of space and this 
area increases to around 35m² when driveways, circulation aisles 
and manoeuvring areas are included. Parking is also required 
at home, work, shopping centres and beaches etc. If all these 
vehicles (about 516,000) were parked together they would 
occupy an area of around 1785 hectares, which is equivalent  
to 500 Metricon Stadiums. 

On top of the Gold Coast’s population demand on parking, the 
city experiences increased parking needs from visitors to the city, 
including international, interstate and day-trippers. This increase 
in parking demand is especially seen during weekends, through 
the summer months and peak holiday periods.

Car parking significantly influences the choices people make 
regarding trip destination and travel mode. Because cars and  
fuel have been comparatively cheap and parking has been 
abundant, the transport system and land use in some parts of 
the Gold Coast, as elsewhere in Australia, has evolved around 
providing places for cars (e.g. traffic lanes, parking) rather than 
places for people. 
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Balancing parking needs
Competition for limited parking space is ever increasing.  
All transport modes (car, public transport, walking and 
cycling) require more space to accommodate the increasing 
travel demand while there is also a need to improve roadside 
environments, amenity and urban settings. 

Kerbside competition for special use zones (i.e. loading and 
disability parking zones) in activity centres is also increasing 
due to the popularity of rideshare services and growth in online 
shopping. These demands need to be balanced through the 
provision of additional loading zones and short term drop-off/
pick-up zones.

The City understands the challenges that customers face  
when making decisions about their daily travel planning.  
For some, reaching their destination and locating an 
available car parking space can be tricky. Digital disruption1 
and emerging technologies provide both challenges and 
opportunities to simplify the parking dilemma and improve the 
customer experience (e.g. parking apps).

1  Digital disruption is the change that occurs when new digital technologies affect existing services. A rapid increase in the use of mobile devices for parking guidance 
and payment functions has increased the potential likelihood of digital disruption for parking users.
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OBJECTIVE DESCRIPTION

Provide more parking options, improve access and 
support social and economic prosperity

Improve access and parking options to responsibly meet 
customers needs and promote social and economic prosperity.

Manage parking based on localised parking demands

Manage parking for centres, schools, suburban areas, sporting 
facilities, industrial areas and other high demand locations based 
on localised parking demands, and identify opportunities to 
optimise the use of on and off-street parking spaces.

Ensure a transparent approach to pricing
Ensure there is a transparent approach to parking pricing 
management and revenue reinvestment.

Embrace emerging technologies

Use of parking technology systems and data to maximise 
benefits for the City and the customer. Embrace technology 
trends that improve customer experiences and find opportunities 
to leverage future trends.

Enhance the customer experience
Improve customer experience by utilising effective information 
and communication strategies.

Parking is managed to promote 
sustainable transport solutions 
while ensuring that everyone 
has access to a fair and 
convenient place to park.

2.0 Vision

Gold Coast City Parking Plan 2031

2.1 Objectives

The Plan’s vision is supported by five objectives which give direction on how the vision will be achieved.  
These objectives have been informed by key Council plans and strategies, a review of the previous parking plan,  
including its successes and deficiencies, and how technology is changing the way people go about their daily lives.
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3.0 Key programs 
The Plan’s vision and the objectives will be delivered via five programs:

3.1  Parking options

3.2  Parking space management 

3.3  Pricing and revenue reinvestment 

3.4  Transformative technologies (emerging trends) 

3.5  Information and communication 

These key programs are designed to allow clear reporting and delivery of the key actions  
to achieve the City’s objectives for parking on the Gold Coast. 
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3.1 Parking options 
The Gold Coast is a city made up of multiple centres located 
along the coastline, inland and hinterland. The geographical 
spread of these centres creates access challenges for 
sustainable transport modes (i.e. public transport, walking and 
cycling) and also spreads the demand for parking. This provides 
both challenges and opportunities for urban development, 
lifestyle, traffic and parking.    

The key differentiating characteristics of centres revolve around 
land-use, size and density, location and transport accessibility. 
These characteristics also influence parking demand and how 
parking is managed.  

Access to parking on the Gold Coast is relatively easy and 
inexpensive (or free in most places) compared to major cities like 
Brisbane. However, the anticipated growth over the next 10 years 
will see more competition for parking spaces in centres and the 
spread of parking into adjoining residential areas.

Parking is not the same for all centres and a ‘one size fits all’ 
approach will not address the city’s needs into the future. It 
needs to be customised to meet each centre’s characteristics, 
land use, access and servicing needs, while also moving towards 
more sustainable access and parking outcomes. 

Each centre has its own unique mix of transit access, population/
employment densities and parking demands. In addition to 
centres, some suburban areas are also impacted by parking 
issues due to their proximity to centres, industrial areas, schools, 
sporting facilities and/or high density residential or commercial 
development. 

Parking in these suburban areas presents the City with many 
challenges, especially when considering how best to balance the 
needs of all users while maintaining a certain level of amenity and 
kerbside availability. To date, these issues have been managed 
through the use of kerbside parking signage, Traffic Areas and 
parking permits. 

The City has also developed ‘suburban parking management 
and special zones’ actions to investigate alternative strategies 
for managing these issues, while embracing the use of new and 
emerging technologies (e.g. parking permit criteria based on 
geographical location and e-Permits).
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PARKING OPTIONS 
Provide more parking options and improve access

ACTIVITY CENTRE PARKING 
Review parking in centres to improve 
accessibility, reduce parking related 
congestion and maximise turnover

Large centres with a mix of paid and  
unpaid parking

Small to medium centres with timed, not 
paid, parking

Small car-based centres or regional areas 
with no time limited or paid parking

BEACHSIDE PARKING 
Review parking along beachfronts to 
reduce congestion and improve equity 
of access

Manage competing demands for 
beachfront parking

Provide parking based on kerbside use 
and needs

Monitor peak periods (e.g. weekends and 
school holidays)

SCHOOL PARKING 
Review parking around schools to 
help manage accessibility and safety

Focus on safety around schools during 
pick-up/drop-off times

Monitor impacts on surrounding areas 
during peak periods

Effectively manage illegal parking 
behaviours through driver education  
and enforcement

SUBURBAN PARKING 
MANAGEMENT AND  
SPECIAL ZONES 
Support strategic transport outcomes 
and reduce negative impacts of 
overflow parking

Investigate alternative parking permit 
processes (e.g. e-Permits)

Investigate issuing parking permits by 
zone, precinct or geographical location

Manage overflow parking from activity 
centres and special use and event 
precincts via Traffic Areas

Across the Gold Coast, centres can generally be defined as large, medium or small. 

A ‘Parking Areas’ approach has been applied across the Gold Coast, considering the city’s unique mix of centre types, special parking 
areas and available parking management tools. The ‘Parking Areas’ have been defined across four key focus areas.
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Activity centre parking
The application of parking control measures in activity centres is 
focused on achieving an occupancy range of between 60-80 per 
cent to ensure the availability of one or two car parks in a street 
at any one time. When on-street parking occupancy in centres 
exceeds 80 per cent, the capacity for effective management of 
parking during peak periods is diminished. This increases road 
network congestion and negatively impacts centre accessibility, 
as motorists circulate to find an available space.

The City has successfully demonstrated the effectiveness of this 
strategy through the implementation of localised parking changes 
in Nobby Beach, Mudgeeraba, Palm Beach and Coolangatta and 
the ParkInCentre Scheme (PICS) undertaken in Broadbeach and 
Burleigh Heads. 

Through the new Activity centre parking program, the current 
PICS will be expanded to more centres to provide more equitable 

and efficient parking outcomes. Utilising other key tools – such 
as demand responsive pricing, new parking technologies 
and parking revenue reinvestment, while recognising each 
centre’s unique characteristics, access, transport and parking 
environment – will ensure each centre has parking management 
tailored to meet its specific needs.

Beachside parking
The Gold Coast is a coastal city that stretches over 40 
kilometres, with many of its major centres near the beach. 
Several centres along the coastline have a strong beachside 
focus with their own set of resulting demands. 

These centres are very seasonal in nature and drive the Gold 
Coast’s tourism industry while also catering for high residential 
demands (i.e. Currumbin and Coolangatta). An example of a local 
beachside centre and its key elements is provided in Figure 2.

The challenge for beachside parking is to provide equitable access for businesses, customers and recreational users. To do this, 
parking turnover in some locations will need to be improved through the implementation of time limited parking, with occupancy  
data used to inform the decision-making process.

Figure 2: Example of parking at a beachside centre (Burleigh Heads) as at May 2022

Burleigh Heads 
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School parking 
Schools and their surrounds have unique safety considerations 
and often have intense traffic demands (i.e. short saturated peak 
times). These demands are constantly increasing due to school 
expansion and increased student numbers. The Plan recognises 
the need for a cooperative approach between schools, the 
Queensland Government and the City.

The City has a highly successful Active School Travel program 
that educates students, parents and teachers to use active travel 
modes. Despite this, congestion and safety concerns continue 
around most schools in the city, with key issues being:

• illegal parking across driveways, footpaths, pedestrian 
crossing points and adjacent to intersections

• congestion around schools during peak periods

• efficient and effective operation of drop-off/pick-up zones.

Implementing traffic and parking management plans can help 
educate drivers and improve the efficiency of school drop-off  
and pick-up zones. This will provide a more consistent approach 
to managing parking around Gold Coast schools and supporting 
safe and legal parking behaviours.   

Illegal parking around schools is dangerous and risks to drivers 
and pedestrians need to be effectively managed to reduce the 
likelihood that an incident will occur. Expanding on works already 
started, the ParkSafe2 Automatic Number Plate Recognition 
(ANPR) program aims to reduce incidents of unsafe parking 
practices around schools, and will play an important role in 
improving safety and parking impacts.

Suburban parking management and special zones
There are different types of control measures that can be used 
to manage parking demand based on geographical location or 
proximity to activity centres and special use zones.

These control measures can be applied in various forms  
(e.g. yellow lines, no stopping, loading zones, time limits and 
parking permit schemes).

While the management of some parking issues does require 
regulatory signage to be installed, others can be managed 
without the need to install signage (e.g. obstruct driveway access, 
parking on nature strip or footpath, and parking too close to a 
pedestrian crossing or intersection).   

The Plan has a greater emphasis on the management of 
citywide parking issues, with more focus on areas of ongoing 
concern such as suburban parking issues, safe and legal 
parking around schools, and the management of overflow 
parking through the use of time limited parking control measures 
and parking permit schemes.

Permit schemes are already commonly used across the city to 
manage overflow parking on the fringe of high demand activity 
centres, sporting and event precincts. These schemes assist in 
maintaining residential amenity while ensuring there is a sufficient 
supply of kerbside parking for those who need it. The permits 
are generally issued on a case-by-case basis, depending on an 
applicant’s eligibility with criteria outlined in the City’s local laws. 

Typical types of parking permits include:

• resident/visitor permits issued for use in a designated  
parking area 

• temporary or ‘intermittent’ permits issued for use during 
events in sports precincts (e.g. Robina Stadium Traffic Area).

2  More information on ParkSafe on page 31
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2.0
 Beachside parking  
Review parking along beachfronts to reduce congestion and improve equity of access

Transport 
& Traffic 
Branch

Health & 
Regulatory 
Services 
Branch

2.1

Use parking occupancy data to identify 
beachfront parking issues along the coastal 
foreshore and align parking control measures with 
adjoining activity centres (i.e. competing demands 
or seasonal impacts)

• • • • •

2.2

Enhance beach access to support Ocean 
Beaches Strategy 2013-2023 outcomes of 
‘Everyone can enjoy a beach experience’

• • •

PARKING OPTIONS 2021-23 2024-25 2026-27 2028-29 2030-31 LEAD SUPPORT

1.0
 Activity centre parking 
Review parking in centres to improve accessibility, reduce parking related congestion  
and maximise turnover

Transport 
& Traffic 
Branch

Health & 
Regulatory 
Services 
Branch

1.1

Make use of parking sensor data and/or surveys 
to inform time-limit and/or price adjustments 
to achieve optimum occupancy and parking 
availability rates. Where parking demand regularly 
exceeds 80 per cent during peak periods, paid 
parking may need to be investigated

• • • • •

1.2

Undertake periodic reviews of existing PICS areas 
to identify locations where changes to parking 
control measures may be needed to better 
manage parking accessibility and availability, and 
investigate implementing PICS in other centres

• • • • •

1.3

Monitor parking occupancy in local centres 
to identify potential locations for the future 
implementation of paid parking and revenue 
reinvestment schemes, and utilise existing  
PICS paid parking tools to better manage  
on-street parking (e.g. location-based demand 
responsive pricing and progressive pricing)

• • • •

1.4

Introduce a parking revenue reinvestment scheme 
for PICS centres where the implementation of 
new on-street parking and/or the extension of 
existing parking control measures may contribute 
to potential parking revenue increase. 
Where these schemes are implemented, 50 per 
cent of new on-street parking revenue above cost 
will be set aside for reinvestment back into local 
areas for centre improvement works and public 
transport improvements

• • •

1.5
Ongoing expansion of the in-ground parking 
sensor network and ParkSafe program • • • • •

1.6

Consider the needs of centres and develop centre 
level demand projections based on future parking 
trends to 2031

• •

Key Actions
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3.0
School parking 
Review parking around schools to help manage accessibility and safety

Transport 
& Traffic 
Branch

Health & 
Regulatory 
Services 
Branch

3.1

Trial traffic and parking management plans at 
selected schools with the aim to develop a 
template that can be used by schools across  
the Gold Coast (in conjunction with the City’s 
Active School Travel program and the  
Queensland Government)

• • •

3.2

Work with the Queensland Government to  
ensure that school expansion and redevelopment 
projects include an appropriate provision of  
off-street parking

• • • • •

3.3

Undertake further parking safety investigations 
at schools (education, enforcement, restrictions, 
modal shift), considering the outcomes of the  
Gold Coast Active Transport Plan 2017-2027

• • • • •

3.4

Expand the ParkSafe program around schools to 
improve safety and discourage unsafe  
parking practices

• •

4.0
 Suburban parking management and special zones 
Support strategic transport outcomes and reduce negative impacts of overflow parking

Transport 
& Traffic 
Branch

Health & 
Regulatory 
Services 
Branch

4.1

Review parking in proximity of commercial  
centres, sporting facilities, light rail corridor and 
educational land uses to identify locations where 
parking control measures may be needed to  
manage overflow parking issues

• • • •

4.2

Review existing Traffic Area and Parking Permit 
Scheme to identify potential opportunities to better 
manage overflow parking issues and investigate 
opportunities for new residential parking areas

• • •

4.3

Enhance parking conditions and information to 
improve safety and amenity in major event and 
festival zones

•

4.4

Review the use of technologies to enhance the 
provision and management of residential and 
visitor parking permit schemes (e.g. e-Permits)

• • •

4.5

Monitor the use of mobility parking permits and 
the impacts of mobility parking supply considering 
changes to the eligibility of Disability Parking 
Permits in Queensland

• •

4.6

Investigate and manage suburban parking issues 
in residential areas on a case-by-case basis with 
outcomes to be determined by localised parking 
demand, land use and feedback from internal and 
external stakeholders.

• • • • •

PARKING OPTIONS 2021-23 2024-25 2026-27 2028-29 2030-31 LEAD SUPPORT
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PARKING MANAGEMENT 
Manage our finite parking spaces

Ensure on and off-street car parking 
spaces are effectively managed

Consider whole of city parking asset 
management costs:
– economic, financial and social costs 
 and benefits

Improve parking availability for  
visitors to centres and beachfront 
recreational areas

Develop parking asset strategic 
plans for on and off-street car 
parking assets

Ensure physical car parking assets 
are maintained in accordance with the 
appropriate standards

3.2 Parking space management 
Why is parking management important? 
Parking spaces are an asset and their full value can only be 
reached through effective management. Demand for on and  
off-street car parking spaces on the Gold Coast is based on the 
centre type, surrounding developments and business, location, 
population growth and many other factors.

The key to effectively managing parking assets is understanding 
how vehicles move through places so the need for kerbside 
space can be prioritised based on the localised parking demand. 
These kerbside uses can include:

• public and community transport (i.e. provision of bus stops, 
taxi ranks, carshare and rideshare, and kiss ‘n’ go at heavy 
and light rail stations)

• active transport (i.e. footpaths, cycle lanes, shared tracks  
and off-road paths)

• freight movement and access (i.e. loading zones)

• tourism and entertainment (i.e. street vendors and  
footpath dining)

• private on and off-street parking.

A parking management policy framework ensures the highest 
and best use of parking spaces can be achieved consistently 
throughout the city.

The Gold Coast is well developed, which limits potential 
opportunities for the provision of new on and off-street public 
car parking spaces. As the city continues to grow and densities 
increase, the value of existing parking spaces will increase.  
This will likely change the focus from providing more parking 
spaces to ensuring the existing parking supply is effectively 
managed. Whether that is to make the street safe for emergency 
vehicles, allow access to public transport or ease congestion 
during peak hours, it is important that all needs are considered 
and prioritised appropriately. Traffic and parking needs can differ 
greatly across the Gold Coast and parking controls need to be 
implemented based on an area’s localised parking demand. 

This refreshed approach to parking management has been 
defined across three key focus areas.

PARKING CONTROLS
Manage parking in centres based on localised demands

FLEXIBLE SPACES 
Ensure management of kerbside 
parking space

Multi-use bays:
– more flexible time of day  
 parking zones 
–  parking restrictions based on  

land use type

Simplify parking signage and  
improve messaging about parking 
management types

Investigate the development of an 
entertainment precinct, taxi and 
rideshare policy

BEACHSIDE PARKING 
Review parking along beachfronts 
to reduce congestion and improve 
equity of access

Parking pricing based on demand  
(e.g. seasonal trends)

Ongoing management of on and  
off-street parking based on the value 
of the space, occupancy demands, 
centre type and competing uses
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Key Actions

PARKING SPACE MANAGEMENT 2021-23 2024-25 2026-27 2028-29 2030-31 LEAD SUPPORT

5.0
 Valued spaces 
Optimise the value and use of kerbside parking spaces

Transport 
& Traffic 
Branch

Health & 
Regulatory 
Services 
Branch

5.1

Investigate simplified and more effective signage 
options, such as making signage clearer and more 
recognisable through visual images or cues

• •

5.2

Develop a Kerbside Use Allocation Policy to 
optimise the use of on-street parking spaces in 
centre zones based on adjacent land uses

• • • •

5.3

Review on-street parking control measures based 
on ‘blocks’ or ‘sections’ and simplify (or reduce 
variability) for ease of customer use

• • •

5.4

Develop an action plan to identify opportunities  
to increase capacity within taxi ranks and introduce 
new spaces for the drop-off/pick-up of passengers 
in high demand areas

• •

5.5

Review and improve management of loading zones 
in centres to ensure the highest value and most 
effective use of kerbside space

• •

5.6
Dynamic management of parking to support 
clearways and no stopping zones • •

5.7

Undertake a review of the City Plan Transport 
Code to identify opportunities for improving 
the provision of off-street car parking within 
developments, and to optimise the utilisation 
of adjacent on-street parking space during the 
application approval process

Transport 
& Traffic 
Branch

City 
Planning 
Branch

• •
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PARKING SPACE MANAGEMENT 2021-23 2024-25 2026-27 2028-29 2030-31 LEAD SUPPORT

6.0
Flexible spaces 
Ensuring management of kerbside parking space

Transport 
& Traffic 
Branch

Health & 
Regulatory 
Services 
Branch

6.1

Investigate operating time for on-street parking in 
centres based on parking demand and precinct type
• Business/administration precinct;  

8am-6pm between Monday and Friday
• Entertainment/dining precinct with evening 

trade; 8am-10pm seven days a week with 
possible time extension in key centres

• Other precincts with regular parking;  
8am-6pm between Monday and Saturday

• •

6.2
Investigate flexible kerbside use including shared on/
off-peak zones (e.g. loading zones and taxi zones) • •

7.0
Parking management 
Manage our finite parking assets

Transport 
& Traffic 
Branch

Health & 
Regulatory 
Services 
Branch

7.1
Undertake further car share trials and develop a 
policy following completion of a successful trial • • •

7.2

Ongoing review of parking availability in  
high-turnover, high-demand locations to manage 
emerging issues

• • • • •

7.3

Review the configuration of line marking in  
public carparks (on and off-street) to maximise 
parking supply

• • • • •
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3.3 Pricing and revenue reinvestment
Why charge for parking? 
Car parking policy strongly influences the way cities function and 
evolve. It affects land-use structure, amenity of local streets,  
public and active transport use, levels of traffic congestion and 
car dependence.

There are costs associated with the provision of on and off-street 
public parking. These costs typically include operational costs 
such as road resurfacing, signage replacement, line marking, 
and the replacement and maintenance of parking systems. 
Other hidden costs associated with providing public parking may 
include offsetting the loss of on-street car parking spaces with 
alternatives such as at-grade or multi-level car parking facilities. 
High demand areas, such as Southport, Surfers Paradise, 
Bundall, Broadbeach and Burleigh Heads, have paid parking to 
encourage the turnover of vehicles, improving parking availability 
for local businesses and recreational areas. 

Paid parking provides equity by charging users for their parking 
costs and by reducing the parking costs imposed on non-
drivers.3 Paid parking results in reductions of car use and 

traffic congestion, among other environmental benefits, and 
encourages more sustainable travel modes.

If applied in the right locations, paid parking has the potential 
to improve parking turnover in high demand areas, improve 
parking convenience and reduce localised traffic congestion. 
When on-street parking occupancy in centres is too high, the 
capacity for effective management of parking during peak 
periods is diminished. This increases road network congestion 
and negatively impacts centre accessibility, as motorists circulate 
to find an available space.

Parking spaces also have a social and commercial value. 
The space that each carpark occupies has a monetary 
value associated with the opportunity cost of the land and 
a maintenance cost. In addition to these costs each space 
performs a function. It allows the driver to park their vehicle and 
access facilities, such as shops, offices and restaurants. 

The Gold Coast’s approach to parking pricing has been defined 
across three key focus areas.

3  Austroads AGTM-20 Part 11 – Parking Management Techniques

PRICING
Ensure there is a transparent approach to pricing

RESPONSIVE PRICING 
Transparent parking prices  
based on centre demands

Demand responsive and progressive 
parking trials in centres

Temporary ‘event’ or ‘subscription 
based’ parking pricing in local areas 
(e.g. around markets, festivals, sports 
events, public holidays)

Using aggregated demand data to 
reflect parking prices

FLEXIBLE PAYMENT 
OPTIONS 
Flexibility in how we pay  
for our parking

Parking meter changes –  
cashless meters, pay-by-minute,  
post-pay vs. pre-pay

ANPR linking to an ‘automatic’ or 
‘subscription’ based payment solution

Integrated app based payments  
(i.e. link to payment via car  
navigation apps)

INVESTMENT 
A transparent approach  
to local reinvestment

Transparent parking revenue 
reinvestment provides  
community benefits

Customisation of revenue 
reinvestment plans based on each 
centre’s unique needs

Demand responsive pricing
Demand Responsive Pricing (DRP) is the idea of  
managing and pricing on and off-street parking  
based on real-time parking demand.

In October 2015, the City launched PICS pilots in Broadbeach 
and Burleigh Heads to, among other things, test the concept of 
Demand Responsive Pricing (DRP) and local parking revenue 

reinvestment. DRP is a parking control measure where the 
parking meter price for each street is determined by its parking 
demand. If DRP is applied in the right locations, together with 
normal pricing mechanisms and timed parking restrictions, it 
has the potential to improve parking turnover in high demand 
areas, improve parking convenience and increase community 
satisfaction with parking.
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Figure 3: Old Burleigh Road progressive pricing trial

Figure 4: Seasonal peak/off-peak pricing trial

Progressive pricing
The PICS pilot undertaken in 
Broadbeach also included a trial 
to determine the effectiveness of 
progressive pricing. During the trial, as 
the hourly cost for parking increased, 
the length of time a customer parked 
was influenced by their sensitivity 
to parking price. These results are 
consistent with progressive pricing 
trials undertaken by other Local 
Government Authorities (LGAs). Figure 
3 shows the results of progressive 
pricing on a length of stay along Old 
Burleigh Road in Broadbeach.

Seasonal parking pricing trial
On the Gold Coast, many centres 
experience parking demands that 
fluctuate throughout a day, week or 
even a year. For example, beachside 
centres experience very high demands 
through the summer months and 
on public holidays, with much lower 
demands during winter months. 

Lowering the parking price during 
off-peak times (i.e. weekdays, non-
holidays, winter months) encourages 
more visitation to the centre, while 
increasing the price during the high 
demand periods will encourage 
customers to use alternative transport 
modes to access the centre.

Parking trend data currently shows 
parking occupancy in centres is 
reduced during off-peak seasonal 
periods. As part of the Plan, a two 
year seasonal parking trial will focus 
on identifying parking occupancy 
during these off-peak periods. Figure 4 
outlines parking demand during peak 
and off-peak seasonal periods.

The application of parking control measures in the PICS centres 
was focused on achieving an occupancy range of 60-80 per cent 
to ensure the availability of one or two car parks in a street at any 
one time. When on-street parking occupancy in centres exceeds 
80 per cent, the capacity for effective management of parking 
during peak periods is diminished.

The theory of DRP is based on increasing the parking price when 
parking demands are high, to manage occupancy and balance 
demands throughout the day. In 2017, the City undertook a DRP 
trial in four streets including Surf Parade, Broadbeach.

Parking data from the DRP trial in Surf Parade showed that peak 
parking demands were more balanced and there was a reduction 
in peak midday demand.  

SEASONAL PARKING PRICING TRIAL

Increased 
demand for 
parking

Summer AutumnSpring Winter

Decreased 
demand 
for parking

TRANSACTION BY TIME LIMIT ON OLD BURLEIGH ROAD
31 March 2017 to 31 March 2018
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Flexible payment options
Parking meters

During the life of the CPP2015, the City rolled out pay-by-plate 
parking meters. These meters offer a range of payment  
options including:

• cash payment

• credit/debit card payment

• tap and go credit/debit card payment.

Multiple payment options aim to provide convenience for the 
customer. The Plan will investigate and trial providing additional 
convenient payment options to cater for specific customer needs.

• Cashless parking meters offer ease-of-use in a post-
COVID-19 society that is gradually moving away from cash 
payments. Cashless parking meters are cheaper than 
conventional meters and can be installed in more locations  
to improve customer convenience.

• Pay-by-minute parking allows a customer to pay by the 
minute for time spent in the space via the parking app. These 
types of systems can also be used to help drivers avoid 
parking infringements for unexpected overstays by providing 
additional benefits like a one-off 15 minutes maximum 
overstay option.

• Post-pay and pre-pay parking provides the option to 
integrate account-based systems (i.e. GoCard, MaaS4) 
where customers can automatically pay for parking based on 
a registered number plate or membership.

• Pre-purchase parking e-Permits for on and off-street paid 
parking areas.

Smart payment systems 

With the implementation of pay-by-plate parking meters and 
in-ground sensors across the Gold Coast, the City is now better 
placed to introduce additional parking products such as prepaid 
parking and e-Permits. These types of parking management 
measures can be effective in high demand parking areas. 

The parking data provided from in-ground sensor technology can 
also be used to identify emerging parking issues, monitor on and 
off-street parking occupancy rates and inform future decisions 
about strategic parking planning.

4  Mobility-as-a-Service is a type of service that through a joint digital channel enables users to plan, book, and pay for multiple types of mobility services. The concept 
describes a shift away from personally-owned modes of transportation and towards mobility provided as a service. Wikipedia
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Key Actions

8.0
 Responsive pricing 
Transparent parking prices based on centre demands

Transport 
& Traffic 
Branch

Health & 
Regulatory 
Services 
Branch

8.1

Undertake a 24-month paid parking trial based 
on seasonal changes in parking behaviour and 
identify opportunities to improve on-street parking 
occupancy levels during off-peak periods 

• •

8.2

Expand trials of dynamic parking management 
measures into other centres (e.g. demand 
responsive and progressive pricing)

• •

PRICING 2021-23 2024-25 2026-27 2028-29 2030-31 LEAD SUPPORT

8.3

Use parking occupancy data to determine the 
price of parking in specific streets while giving 
consideration to temporary event or seasonal 
parking pricing based on localised needs

• • •

8.4

Review parking prices in the Fees and Charges 
Schedule to reflect aggregated demand data  
by suburb (or precinct)

• • • • •

9.0
Flexible payment options 
Flexibility in how we pay for our parking

Transport 
& Traffic 
Branch

Health & 
Regulatory 
Services 
Branch

9.1 Trial the use of cashless parking meters • •

9.2

Investigate parking payment methods and 
applications, including pay-by-minute,  
pre-pay and post-pay, to maximise parking 
payment convenience

• •

9.3

Investigate the development of an all-in-one 
parking app which allows users to identify, and 
navigate to, available spaces in real time

• •

10.0
Investment 
A transparent approach to local reinvestment

Transport 
& Traffic 
Branch

Health & 
Regulatory 
Services 
Branch

10.1
Introduce additional revenue reinvestment 
schemes to provide improved community benefits • •

10.2
Review the values of subsidies/gifts from City 
owned on and off-street car parking spaces • •
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3.4 Transformative technologies (emerging trends) 
This 10-year Plan builds on the technological successes of the CPP2015 through consideration of new technologies and best practice 
initiatives, allowing for the inevitable progression of technology. The updated approach to transformative technologies has been defined 
across three key focus areas.

A 10-year Plan: the future of parking
Technology is rapidly evolving, with many new forms of transport, 
data collection systems and parking technologies emerging over 
recent years.

Over the 10-year life of the Plan, the transformative technologies 
program will build on previous successes, while adapting to 
emerging trends and introducing strategies based on best 
practice parking management methodologies.

Future of vehicles
Within the next few years, global transport trends appear to be 
heading towards two major forms of private and public transport:

• autonomous vehicles (AVs) 

• electric vehicles (EVs)

AVs are on the rise worldwide with many public transport 
services already running on fully automated systems within 
enclosed parameters (e.g. shuttle parking or rail services). 

EVs cover a range of transport types, including:

• electric cars

• electric bikes (e-Bikes)

• other personal mobility devices.

However, more common are the presence of semi-automated 
vehicles with smart safety and driver-assist systems in place.  
The various levels of automated vehicle are in different stages of 
use throughout transport systems.

TRANSFORMATIVE TECHNOLOGIES
Embrace emerging technologies

FUTURE OF VEHICLES 
Cater for new modes of travel and 
the future of transport

Charging stations, parking bays or 
kerbside space for electric vehicles 
and micromobility devices

Autonomous shuttle parking areas for 
events or defined precincts

TECHNOLOGY AND 
INFORMATION 
Embrace technology trends that 
improve the customer experience 
and keep the community safe

Keep up-to-date with best practice 
parking and information technologies

Ensure parking information and  
data is kept current for all apps  
(e.g. mapping and georeferencing 
parking across the city) 

Enhance the provision and 
management of parking permit 
schemes through technology  
(e.g. e-Permits and prepaid parking)

Use driver education and enforcement 
programs to improve community 
safety and reduce incidents of unsafe 
or illegal parking behaviour

GETTING CONNECTED 
Provide a connected smart 
parking system

Data sharing and vehicle-to 
vehicle and vehicle-to-sensor 
communications

Find ‘last leg’ parking spaces through 
apps, sensor data, mapping tools  
and guidance

Provide an ‘open source’ data 
platform for all parking information

Live parking availability data mapping

Use parking technology to provide 
customer benefits (e.g. customer 
journey mapping)
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EVs are a popular ‘green’ alternative to historical vehicle 
types as they have zero greenhouse gas emissions if charged 
using renewable energies. Across Australia, public charging 
infrastructure has received significant investment by the private 
sector, with the installation of fast and ultrafast charging stations 
at more than 157 locations, predominately in places of interest by 
property owners/managers.

The rollout of a national EV fast charging network was also 
identified by Infrastructure Australia as a High Priority Initiative in 
its 2020 Infrastructure Priority List. 

In Queensland, the State Government has invested in the  
world’s longest electric vehicle super-highway in a single state.  
In early 2021, the network included 31 fast-charging sites, 
allowing Queenslanders and tourists to travel from Coolangatta 
to Cairns, and from Brisbane to Toowoomba, in a low or zero 
emissions vehicle.

These fast chargers are installed in convenient, safe locations 
close to major highways where there are existing amenities, 
such as cafes, restaurants and shops. The sites were identified 
to allow motorists to easily charge their EV, enjoy a short break 
during their trip and prepare for a safe onwards journey. 

The City currently provides EV charging at Bruce Bishop Carpark, 
with planning underway for 10 publicly accessible ultra-fast 
electric charging stations to be installed at other City-owned sites 
(e.g. Nerang, Coolangatta and HOTA).

These sites include highly visible community-facing buildings and 
amenities, such as parks and recreation facilities, indoor sports 
centres, community centres, aquatic centres and libraries, as well 
as the City’s administration buildings.  

The implementation of these new technologies aligns with the 
City’s vision for embracing transformative technologies, such as  
EV charging, over the next 10 years. 

In addition to EVs, integrating charging for micromobility devices, 
such as e-Bikes, at mini-transport hubs (e.g. light rail stations,  
train stations, bus interchanges) will help to encourage the 
transition to greener city transport solutions. It will also encourage 
a transition away from the traditional park ‘n’ ride, to first mile/last 
mile solutions when integrating with public transport.
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Connected technologies  
Who benefits from a smart parking solution?

Everyone living and working in the city, as well as visitors from 
all over the world, will benefit from the convenient service and 
solutions provided by smart parking infrastructure. The goal of 
a smart parking solution is to enhance the lives of citizens while 
being sustainable for the future.

Connected technologies and smart parking solutions are about 
making the most of every parking space to manage parking 
effectively and solve parking issues.

Connected parking technologies:

• allow real-time parking data to be gathered and analysed for 
each parking space 

• provide a historical view of parking to predict future demand 
and identify parking trends

• ensure decisions about parking changes are supported by 
comprehensive, accurate parking data.

Other benefits of connected parking technologies include  
the following:

• provision of improved guidance and wayfinding solutions

• improved monitoring and reporting of parking behaviours

• implementation of additional paid parking payment solutions 
and e-Permit systems

• more effective monitoring of unsafe and illegal parking 
behaviours.

Parking guidance and app-based solutions

Parking guidance solutions provide comprehensive, turn-by-turn 
guidance for drivers to reduce traffic congestion, time spent 
circulating to locate a parking space and CO² vehicle emissions.

These types of solutions also help to optimize the use of available 
parking by utilising artificial intelligence technologies or parking 
sensors to guide drivers to the most convenient place to park 
using dynamic LED displays or a mobile app.

Kerbside management

With more people ordering online and using rideshare services, 
managing kerbside space is becoming increasingly difficult. 
Delivery trucks, as well as pick-up/drop-off activities, can block 
streets, cause congestion and create traffic hazards. Parking 
technologies can be used to more effectively manage special 
use zones, such as loading zones, to resolve these issues while 
also providing a valuable community benefit by improving parking 
accessibility during peak periods. 

Parking permits

Monitoring the appropriate use of designated parking zones is 
often a significant cost for cities, as is the allocation of parking 
permits. Parking technology solutions can simplify the permit 
process, through the introduction of e-Permits. This improves the 
permit application process, increasing compliance and enhancing 
the satisfaction of permit holders.

Payments

Benefits of a smart parking solution include the provision of 
convenient payment options. By optimising the use of these  
smart parking technologies, the City can provide customers with  
a variety of simple, comfortable and seamless payment options.  
In some instances, this also leads to a reduction in non-
compliance with parking payment rules. 

Advertising 

Using smart parking solutions advertising can be incorporated 
into parking guidance displays, combining valuable parking 
information with advertising about road safety initiatives, 
temporary or permanent traffic changes and city events.  
This increases driver awareness, boosts the economy and  
helps to promote road safety.

ParkSafe

To improve parking compliance and safety the City introduced 
the ParkSafe program, which uses ANPR to identify vehicles 
parked in an unsafe or illegal manner. When a potential breach 
is identified, the technology notifies a City Parking officer about 
a vehicle’s current parking status so that they can decide on an 
appropriate course of action.

At the forefront of this initiative are the City's ParkSafe vehicles, 
which have been specifically setup to monitor non-compliance 
with parking rules. The vehicles have been branded so they can 
be easily recognised when patrolling around schools and other 
locations such as activity centres, industrial and commercial 
precincts and sports hubs.

A key objective of the ParkSafe initiative is to create awareness 
about safe and legal parking and educate drivers about  
parking rules. 

Summary

Through these transformative technologies, the City will focus 
on expanding the use of parking technologies to cater for new 
modes of travel, embrace technology trends that improve the 
customer experience and safety, and provide a connected and 
smart parking system to place the Gold Coast at the forefront of 
the parking technology space.

The City’s new parking technology solution uses cloud-based 
technologies to more effectively manage and utilise parking data 
from in-ground sensors, parking meters, mobile payment apps, 
e-Permits and ANPR. The new solution architecture will also 
provide an opportunity to develop and implement new parking 
technology in the future, with a focus on the delivery of improved 
customer benefits. 
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12.2

Map and geo-reference car parking spaces within 
the city to provide bay location information for 
apps and navigation software solutions

• • •

12.3

Ongoing expansion of the ParkSafe  
program to manage emerging parking issues, 
improve safety and discourage unsafe and illegal 
parking behaviour

• • • • •

11.0
Future of vehicles   
Cater for new modes of travel and the future of transport

Transport 
& Traffic 
Branch

  EMP**

11.1

Investigate electric car charging stations and 
technologies for parking bays/areas, on-street and 
off-street (e.g. EV stations, EV parking areas)

• 
Initial 

trial by 
  EMP**

•

11.2

Investigate the implementation of charging 
stations, micromobility and transport hub 
technology to address the first mile/last mile issue 
for micromobility solutions (e.g. e-Bikes)

• • •

11.3

Review pricing for on-street and off-street  
EV charging bays and integrate solutions with 
existing parking payment systems (e.g. paying  
for parking or charge time)

• •

11.4

Investigate ‘green corridors’ linking and guiding 
EVs across the Gold Coast and align with the 
Queensland Super Highway

• •

11.5
Investigate the trial of autonomous shuttle parking 
areas for events or within defined precincts • • • • •

12.0
Technology and information  
Embrace technology trends that improve the customer experience and keep the 
community safe

Transport & Traffic Branch*

Health & Regulatory 
Services Branch*

12.1

Review the use of technologies to enhance the 
provision and management of residential and 
visitor parking permit schemes

• • •

TRANSFORMATIVE TECHNOLOGIES 2021-23 2024-25 2026-27 2028-29 2030-31 LEAD SUPPORT

* Branches co-sharing lead

** Energy Management Program (EMP)

Key Actions
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13.0
Getting connected   
Provide a connected smart parking data system

Transport & Traffic Branch*

Health & Regulatory 
Services Branch*

13.1

Investigate and trial new technologies to improve 
the customer experience e.g. vehicle-to-vehicle 
and vehicle-to-sensor communication solutions, 
customer booking solutions like MaaS for pre-
booking of car parking spaces

 • • •

13.2
Use artificial intelligence to connect and improve 
the use of parking data and information • • •

13.3 Develop live parking availability data mapping • • •

13.4

Investigate making all parking data available as an 
open source platform for third party developers 
to create customised apps; allow integration with 
the City’s existing systems and provide customers 
with parking space availability information

• •

TRANSFORMATIVE TECHNOLOGIES 2021-23 2024-25 2026-27 2028-29 2030-31 LEAD SUPPORT

* Branches co-sharing lead
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3.5 Information and communication 
This Plan ensures a customer focus will be applied to the platforms developed for parking information and communication 
across the city. The updated approach to the City’s parking pricing has been defined across two key focus areas.

INFORMATION AND COMMUNICATION 
Enhance the customer experience

PROACTIVE ENGAGEMENT 
Engage the customer to improve 
the parking experience and 
support safe and legal parking 
behaviour

Communicate parking changes 
to customers using best practice 
methodologies

City-wide parking messaging and 
communication strategy

Use parking data and information to 
demonstrate successes of parking  
changes to the community

WAYFINDING AND  
INFORMED DECISIONS 
Improve accessibility in centres 
through effective wayfinding and 
informed customers

Consistent parking and wayfinding  
signage across the city

Electronic parking guidance solutions  
and alternatives

Evidence-based parking decision 
making tools and processes

Wayfinding and informed decisions
The primary form of parking control measures is through 
signage, which must conform to regulatory standards.  
GPS navigation apps provide wayfinding guidance to 
destinations like off-street carparks. Parking apps can show 
both on and off-street parking locations as well as identifying 
types of parking control measures. They can also indicate to 
the customer where parking is likely to be available based 
on historical data. Future integration of parking sensors 
with parking and/or GPS apps could see real-time parking 
information whereby customers can navigate directly to 
an available parking space, almost eliminating the need to 
search for a space.

Integrated technologies, such as electronic parking 
guidance, can be implemented to assist the customer  
to make informed travel and parking decisions. This will  
be particularly important during and following construction 
of major City infrastructure, such as future stages of the  
light rail. 

A city-wide electronic parking guidance strategy will ensure 
customers are well informed, making parking management 
easier by reducing confusion and parking infringements.
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Key Actions

INFORMATION AND COMMUNICATION 2021-23 2024-25 2026-27 2028-29 2030-31 LEAD SUPPORT

14.0
Proactive engagement   
Engage the customer to improve the parking experience and support safe  
and legal parking behaviour

Transport 
& Traffic 
Branch

Corporate 
Communi- 

cation 
Branch

14.1

Identify best practice ways to enable changes  
to parking to be communicated to 
customers e.g. kerbside priority changes  
or new parking sensor use

• •

14.2
Develop and maintain a city-wide parking 
messaging and communications strategy • • • • •

15.0
Wayfinding and informed decisions   
Improve accessibility in centres through effective wayfinding and informed customers

Transport 
& Traffic 
Branch

Corporate 
Communi- 

cation 
Branch

15.1

Investigate and develop a signage strategy 
to provide consistent parking and wayfinding 
signage across the city

• •

15.2
Investigate electronic parking guidance solutions 
and alternatives • •

15.3
Post-light rail, develop a city-wide electronic 
parking guidance strategy • •

15.4

Trial the use of evidence-based parking decision-
making tools/processes (e.g. live parking 
information provided en route to the user)

• •

15.5

Ensure changes and improvements to parking 
strategies and programs (e.g. PICS, TAPPS)  
are aligned to provide consistent messaging  
to the user

• • • • •
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2.0
 Beachside parking  
Review parking along beachfronts to reduce congestion and improve equity of access

Transport 
& Traffic 
Branch

Health & 
Regulatory 
Services 
Branch

2.1

Use parking occupancy data to identify 
beachfront parking issues along the coastal 
foreshore and align parking control measures with 
adjoining activity centres (i.e. competing demands 
or seasonal impacts)

• • • • •

2.2

Enhance beach access to support Ocean 
Beaches Strategy 2013-2023 outcomes of 
‘Everyone can enjoy a beach experience’

• • •

PARKING OPTIONS 2021-23 2024-25 2026-27 2028-29 2030-31 LEAD SUPPORT

1.0
 Activity centre parking 
Review parking in centres to improve accessibility, reduce parking related congestion  
and maximise turnover

Transport 
& Traffic 
Branch

Health & 
Regulatory 
Services 
Branch

1.1

Make use of parking sensor data and/or surveys 
to inform time-limit and/or price adjustments 
to achieve optimum occupancy and parking 
availability rates. Where parking demand regularly 
exceeds 80 per cent during peak periods, paid 
parking may need to be investigated

• • • • •

1.2

Undertake periodic reviews of existing PICS areas 
to identify locations where changes to parking 
control measures may be needed to better 
manage parking accessibility and availability, and 
investigate implementing PICS in other centres

• • • • •

1.3

Monitor parking occupancy in local centres 
to identify potential locations for the future 
implementation of paid parking and revenue 
reinvestment schemes, and utilise existing  
PICS paid parking tools to better manage  
on-street parking (e.g. location-based demand 
responsive pricing and progressive pricing)

• • • •

1.4

Introduce a parking revenue reinvestment scheme 
for PICS centres where the implementation of 
new on-street parking and/or the extension of 
existing parking control measures may contribute 
to potential parking revenue increase. 
Where these schemes are implemented, 50 per 
cent of new on-street parking revenue above cost 
will be set aside for reinvestment back into local 
areas for centre improvement works and public 
transport improvements

• • •

1.5
Ongoing expansion of the in-ground parking 
sensor network and ParkSafe program • • • • •

1.6

Consider the needs of centres and develop centre 
level demand projections based on future parking 
trends to 2031

• •

4.0 Key Actions
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3.0
School parking 
Review parking around schools to help manage accessibility and safety

Transport 
& Traffic 
Branch

Health & 
Regulatory 
Services 
Branch

3.1

Trial traffic and parking management plans at 
selected schools with the aim to develop a template 
that can be used by schools across the Gold Coast 
(in conjunction with the City’s Active School Travel 
program and the Queensland Government)

• • •

3.2

Work with the Queensland Government to  
ensure that school expansion and redevelopment 
projects include an appropriate provision of  
off-street parking

• • • • •

3.3

Undertake further parking safety investigations 
at schools (education, enforcement, restrictions, 
modal shift), considering the outcomes of the  
Gold Coast Active Transport Plan 2017–2027

• • • • •

3.4

Expand the ParkSafe program around schools  
to improve safety and discourage unsafe  
parking practices

• •

4.0
 Suburban parking management and special zones 
Support strategic transport outcomes and reduce negative impacts of overflow parking

Transport 
& Traffic 
Branch

Health & 
Regulatory 
Services 
Branch

4.1

Review parking in proximity of commercial centres, 
sporting facilities, light rail corridor and educational 
land uses to identify locations where parking 
control measures may be needed to manage 
overflow parking issues

• • • •

4.2

Review existing Traffic Area and Parking Permit 
Scheme to identify potential opportunities to better 
manage overflow parking issues and investigate 
opportunities for new residential parking areas

• • •

4.3

Enhance parking conditions and information to 
improve safety and amenity in major event and 
festival zones

•

4.4

Review the use of technologies to enhance the 
provision and management of residential and 
visitor parking permit schemes (e.g. e-Permits)

• • •

4.5

Monitor the use of mobility parking permits and 
the impacts of mobility parking supply considering 
changes to the eligibility of Disability Parking 
Permits in Queensland

• •

4.6

Investigate and manage suburban parking issues 
in residential areas on a case-by-case basis with 
outcomes to be determined by localised parking 
demand, land use and feedback from internal and 
external stakeholders.

• • • • •

PARKING OPTIONS 2021-23 2024-25 2026-27 2028-29 2030-31 LEAD SUPPORT

PARKING SPACE MANAGEMENT 2021-23 2024-25 2026-27 2028-29 2030-31 LEAD SUPPORT

5.0
 Valued spaces 
Optimise the value and use of kerbside parking spaces

Transport 
& Traffic 
Branch

Health & 
Regulatory 
Services 
Branch

5.1

Investigate simplified and more effective signage 
options, such as making signage clearer and more 
recognisable through visual images or cues

• •

Gold Coast City Parking Plan 2031
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5.2

Develop a Kerbside Use Allocation Policy to 
optimise the use of on-street parking spaces in 
centre zones based on adjacent land uses

• • • •

5.3

Review on-street parking control measures based 
on ‘blocks’ or ‘sections’ and simplify (or reduce 
variability) for ease of customer use

• • •

5.4

Develop an action plan to identify opportunities  
to increase capacity within taxi ranks and introduce 
new spaces for the drop-off/pick-up of passengers 
in high demand areas

• •

5.5
Review and improve management of loading zones 
in centres to ensure the highest value and most 
effective use of kerbside space

• •

5.6
Dynamic management of parking to support 
clearways and no stopping zones • •

5.7

Undertake a review of the City Plan Transport 
Code to identify opportunities for improving 
the provision of off-street car parking within 
developments, and to optimise the utilisation 
of adjacent on-street parking space during the 
application approval process

Transport 
& Traffic 
Branch

City 
Planning 
Branch

• •

6.0
Flexible spaces 
Ensuring management of kerbside parking space

Transport 
& Traffic 
Branch

Health & 
Regulatory 
Services 
Branch

6.1

Investigate operating time for on-street parking in 
centres based on parking demand and precinct type
• Business/administration precinct;  

8am-6pm between Monday and Friday
• Entertainment/dining precinct with evening 

trade; 8am-10pm seven days a week with 
possible time extension in key centres

• Other precincts with regular parking;  
8am-6pm between Monday and Saturday

• •

6.2
Investigate flexible kerbside use including shared on/
off-peak zones (e.g. loading zones and taxi zones) • •

7.0
Parking management 
Manage our finite parking assets

Transport 
& Traffic 
Branch

Health & 
Regulatory 
Services 
Branch

7.1
Undertake further car share trials and develop a 
policy following completion of a successful trial • • •

7.2
Ongoing review of parking availability in high-turnover, 
high-demand locations to manage emerging issues • • • • •

7.3
Review the configuration of line marking in  
public carparks (on and off-street) to maximise 
parking supply

• • • • •

8.0
 Responsive pricing 
Transparent parking prices based on centre demands

Transport 
& Traffic 
Branch

Health & 
Regulatory 
Services 
Branch

8.1

Undertake a 24-month paid parking trial based 
on seasonal changes in parking behaviour and 
identify opportunities to improve on-street parking 
occupancy levels during off-peak periods

• •

PARKING SPACE MANAGEMENT 2021-23 2024-25 2026-27 2028-29 2030-31 LEAD SUPPORT

PRICING 2021-23 2024-25 2026-27 2028-29 2030-31 LEAD SUPPORT

* Branches co-sharing lead     ** Energy Management Program (EMP)
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9.0
Flexible payment options 
Flexibility in how we pay for our parking

Transport 
& Traffic 
Branch

Health & 
Regulatory 
Services 
Branch

9.1 Trial the use of cashless parking meters • •

9.2

Investigate parking payment methods and 
applications, including pay-by-minute,  
pre-pay and post-pay, to maximise parking 
payment convenience

• •

9.3

Investigate the development of an all-in-one 
parking app which allows users to identify, and 
navigate to, available spaces in real time

• •

10.0
Investment 
A transparent approach to local reinvestment

Transport 
& Traffic 
Branch

Health & 
Regulatory 
Services 
Branch

10.1
Introduce additional revenue reinvestment 
schemes to provide improved community benefits • •

10.2
Review the values of subsidies/gifts from City 
owned on and off-street car parking spaces • •

PRICING 2021-23 2024-25 2026-27 2028-29 2030-31 LEAD SUPPORT

11.0
Future of vehicles   
Cater for new modes of travel and the future of transport

Transport 
& Traffic 
Branch

   EMP**

11.1

Investigate electric car charging stations and 
technologies for parking bays/areas, 
on-street and off-street (e.g. EV stations,  
EV parking areas)

• 
Initial 

trial by 
  EMP**

•

11.2

Investigate the implementation of charging 
stations, micromobility and transport hub 
technology to address the first mile/last mile issue 
for micromobility solutions (e.g. e-Bikes)

• • •

11.3

Review pricing for on-street and off-street  
EV charging bays and integrate solutions with 
existing parking payment systems (e.g. paying  
for parking or charge time)

• •

11.4

Investigate ‘green corridors’ linking and guiding 
EVs across the Gold Coast and align with the 
Queensland Super Highway

• •

11.5
Investigate the trial of autonomous shuttle parking 
areas for events or within defined precincts • • • • •

12.0
Technology and information  
Embrace technology trends that improve the customer experience  
and keep the community safe

Transport & Traffic Branch*

Health & Regulatory 
Services Branch*

12.1
Review the use of technologies to enhance the 
provision and management of residential and 
visitor parking permit schemes

• • •

TRANSFORMATIVE TECHNOLOGIES 2021-23 2024-25 2026-27 2028-29 2030-31 LEAD SUPPORT

8.2

Expand trials of dynamic parking management 
measures into other centres (e.g. demand 
responsive and progressive pricing)

• •

8.3

Use parking occupancy data to determine the 
price of parking in specific streets while giving 
consideration to temporary event or seasonal 
parking pricing based on localised needs

• • •

8.4

Review parking prices in the Fees and Charges 
Schedule to reflect aggregated demand data  
by suburb (or precinct)

• • • • •
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13.0
Getting connected   
Provide a connected smart parking data system

Transport & Traffic Branch*

Health & Regulatory 
Services Branch*

13.1

Investigate and trial new technologies to improve 
the customer experience e.g. vehicle-to-vehicle 
and vehicle-to-sensor communication solutions, 
customer booking solutions like MaaS for pre-
booking of car parking spaces

 • • •

13.2
Use artificial intelligence to connect and improve 
the use of parking data and information • • •

13.3 Develop live parking availability data mapping • • •

13.4

Investigate making all parking data available as an 
open source platform for third party developers 
to create customised apps; allow integration with 
the City’s existing systems and provide customers 
with parking space availability information

• •

INFORMATION AND COMMUNICATION 2021-23 2024-25 2026-27 2028-29 2030-31 LEAD SUPPORT

14.0
Proactive engagement   
Engage the customer to improve the parking experience and support safe  
and legal parking behaviour

Transport 
& Traffic 
Branch

Corporate 
Communi- 

cation 
Branch

14.1

Identify best practice ways to enable changes  
to parking to be communicated to 
customers e.g. kerbside priority changes  
or new parking sensor use

• •

14.2
Develop and maintain a city-wide parking 
messaging and communications strategy • • • • •

15.0
Wayfinding and informed decisions   
Improve accessibility in centres through effective wayfinding and informed customers

Transport 
& Traffic 
Branch

Corporate 
Communi- 

cation 
Branch

15.1

Investigate and develop a signage strategy 
to provide consistent parking and wayfinding 
signage across the city

• •

15.2
Investigate electronic parking guidance solutions 
and alternatives • •

15.3
Post-light rail, develop a city-wide electronic 
parking guidance strategy • •

15.4

Trial the use of evidence-based parking decision-
making tools/processes (e.g. live parking 
information provided en route to the user)

• •

15.5

Ensure changes and improvements to parking 
strategies and programs (e.g. PICS, TAPPS)  
are aligned to provide consistent messaging  
to the user

• • • • •

12.2

Map and geo-reference car parking spaces within 
the city to provide bay location information for 
apps and navigation software solutions

• • •

12.3

Ongoing expansion of the ParkSafe  
program to manage emerging parking issues, 
improve safety and discourage unsafe and illegal 
parking behaviour

• • • • •

TRANSFORMATIVE TECHNOLOGIES 2021-23 2024-25 2026-27 2028-29 2030-31 LEAD SUPPORT

* Branches co-sharing lead
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5.0 Implementing the Plan
Monitoring and evaluation
To be effective, the Plan actions need to be regularly monitored, 
reviewed and modified (if necessary) to reflect changing 
circumstances and emerging trends over time.

A monitoring program currently exists which will be updated to 
track progress towards:

• implementation of priority actions in the refreshed parking plan

• the achievement of strategic directions set out in the  
Transport Strategy.

The Plan outlines five objectives and associated actions to 
improve parking turnover in high demand areas, improve parking 
convenience and reduce localised traffic congestion. 

The key performance indicators (KPIs) of the Plan are:

• improved parking accessibility in centres

• parking occupancy levels of 60-80 per cent

• reduced incidents of overflow parking bordering activity 
centres, special use zones and event precincts

• reduced instances of illegal parking in suburbs (e.g. parking  
on yellow lines and across driveways in residential streets)

• reduced number of complaints received about issues with 
parking in local residential streets.

These KPIs will be periodically monitored and evaluated.  
The Plan also depends on the implementation of actions from 
other transport plans including the:

• Gold Coast Road Safety Plan 2021–26

• Gold Coast Public Transport Plan 2018–28

• Gold Coast Active Transport Plan 2017–27

• Gold Coast City Freight Plan 2018–28

• Gold Coast Travel Behaviour Change Plan 2017–22.

The City will continue to work with internal and external 
stakeholders and Councillors to evaluate the Plan’s successes, 
identify emerging trends, and improve parking around activity 
centres, special use zones and event precincts. 

The outcomes of this monitoring will be fed to internal 
stakeholders and management through parking working groups, 
with Councillors to be updated via officer briefings, and project-
specific reports to Committee and Council. 

Funding and delivery

The implementation of actions from the Plan will be managed by  
a combination of the City’s Transport and Traffic branch and 
Health and Regulatory Services branch, with support from other 
branches where necessary.

Gold Coast City Plan

The Gold Coast City Plan (City Plan) identifies new residential 
areas, promotes employment growth, provides for good transport 
connections and defines urban development areas. It contains 
code provisions for certain types of development to provide 
direct, safe and high-quality networks. This Plan will contribute to 
the overall objectives of the City Plan through the implementation 
of parking control measures to effectively manage parking 
demand in key locations.

City operations

This Plan transcends numerous City operational areas including 
traffic operations, waste management, parking management, 
environmental management, land use, regulation and 
development planning. Each of these functional areas will, 
over the next decade, continue to review their specific policies, 
operations and implementation plans to contribute to the 
efficiency of the City’s transport network.

Review

The Gold Coast City Parking Plan 2031 will feed into future 
reviews of the Transport Strategy to support and manage parking 
and improve parking turnover, convenience and reduce localised 
traffic congestion. 

Gold Coast City Parking Plan 2031
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